Katalyst Cybersweep

The Value
Katalyst has worked diligently since 2006 to defend our clients’ most critical assets from the center of their
IT strategies. Often, our services involve protecting intellectual property or the mitigation of financial fraud,
but a much broader spectrum of considerations exists that puts all organizations onto the global stage of IT.
As remote work has begun to sweep nearly every industry, the number of entry-points for bad actors has
increased exponentially, showing no signs of slowing as more businesses are forced to remain closed. The
majority of remote workers are far from secure, often accessing their companies’ critical assets and other
sensitive data from their home networks.
Katalyst has a veteran track record of preemptively shrinking our client’s “Attack Surface” to properly equip
them with the right security technology to match their individual risks in a way that keeps their assets safe
and secure.
It’s common for organizations to think that their security is covered at every base, and while it’s
occasionally true, some organizations consider themselves “covered” at an anti-virus (or malware) package
that secures only one attack vector in a list including email, web, mobile devices, and others.

What included in a Cybersweep?
Katalyst will dispatch a best-in-class security expert to evaluate and prioritize the most current attack
vector and all other threats in a cascading fashion.
The Cybersweep, based on certain existing parameters of your environment, can include preliminary
diligence on endpoint security, access management, IT infrastructure, or identity management, among
other options.
If approved, clients receive a high-level output around vulnerable attack vectors and access points
based on industry standards. Katalyst provides a preliminary inventory of security assets to help
discern how well every component of your IT security environment operates as a unit.
NOTE: Qualifying clients may have the opportunity to engage in a Katalyst CyberSweep at no cost.
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